NOTARY OF CATANIA
Not. Nicolò Francaviglia

Catania, 3 February 1416

Source: ASC, Not. Nicolò Francaviglia, reg. 13917, c. 46r.

*Vita Visini, a Jew of Catania, hires himself out to Iacob Rabibi, a Jew of Messina, to work as smith until Easter for 2.15. tari [a month?].*

Catania, 21 February 1416

Source: ASC, Not. Nicolò Francaviglia, reg. 13917, c. 55r.

*Jacob Aurifice, a Jew of Catania, owes Chicco Bindo nine tari for pruning done in his vineyard. He is to pay by May.*

*Bibliography: Mulë, Catania, p. 116.*

Catania, 27 April 1416


*Antonino de Randazzo sells Pachio Sala, a Jew of Catania, acting for his father Salamon, six salme of must in exchange for some iron shovels and an iron hoe worth 23 carlini, and ploughs worth 27 carlini. Furthermore, he promises to supply wheat during the coming 20 years.*

*Bibliography: Mulë, Catania, p. 116.*

Catania, 20 May 1416

Source: ASC, Not. Nicolò Francaviglia, reg. 13917, c. 100r.

*Andrea de Geremia and Daniele Levi, a Jew of Catania, set up a partnership for managing the tax on silk. Andrea invests five ounces and Daniele two. Daniele remains owing Andrea three ounces.*

*Bibliography: Mulë, Nuovi documenti, p. 235; Id. Catania, p. 112.*